Protection brackets: new versions available!

Protection bracket Mod. 472
Order Ref. 101.0472

Protection bracket Mod. 473
Order Ref. 101.0473

Advantages:
- Simplified installation: at first the drinking bowl will be mounted in the protection bracket, then the whole unit will be mounted on the pipe with fixing brackets.
- Fixation on 2"-3½"-pipes (60-102 mm) possible
- Optimal fit for particular drinking bowl
- Reinforced construction, more stable
- During installation of a connection set for ¾" water circuits this can be secured laterally by two screws (M10x35, to be provided on site). This prevents a turning and leaks of the water circuit.

NEW!

101.0467, no longer available

Technical data can be subject to change without notice.
Our general delivery conditions are valid, which we gladly send you upon request.
## Mounting example for Mod. 12P

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For fixation in protection bracket:</th>
<th>Mounting example for Mod. 25R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1x 100.0123 Mod. 12P-MS ¾&quot; (alternative 100.0129 Mod. 12P-VA ¾&quot;)</td>
<td>1x 100.0253 Mod. 25R-MS ¾&quot; (alternative 100.0259 Mod. 25R-VA ¾&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x 101.0472 Protection bracket for Mod. 12P, 25R</td>
<td>1x 101.0472 Protection bracket for Mod. 12P, 25R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6x Hexagon screw M12x40 (alternative carriage bolt) with nut and washer (to be provided on site)</td>
<td>6x Hexagon screw M12x40 (alternative carriage bolt) with nut and washer (to be provided on site)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### For water circuit and whose fixation:

- 1x 103.1983 Connection set for ¾" water circuits
- 2x Union for water circuits (to be provided on site)
- 2x Hexagon screw M10x35 with nut (to be provided on site)

### For fixation of the protection bracket on pipes:

- 2x Fixing brackets, suitable for the diameter of the pipe, see overview below.
  For heavy-duty use the protection bracket will be mounted on a plate, welded on the pipe.

### For Mod. 12P, see application pictures with Mod. 25R

### Application pictures with Mod. 25R

---

Fixing brackets for fixation on pipes

- 2" (60 mm) 131.0169
- 2½" (77 mm) 101.1241
- 3½" (102 mm) 101.1242

Two fixing brackets each are necessary for a protection bracket. For heavy-duty use the protection bracket will be mounted on a plate, welded on the pipe.

Technical data can be subject to change without notice. Our general delivery conditions are valid, which we gladly send you upon request.
### Mounting example for Mod. 115

**For fixation in protection bracket:**

- **1x**
  - 100.0115 Mod. 115

- **1x**
  - 101.0473 Protection bracket for Mod. 115, 1200

- **4x**
  - Hexagon screw M12x40 (alternative carriage bolt) with nut and washer (to be provided on site)

**For water circuit and whose fixation:**

Connection set for water circuits is not available. Background: e.g. on Mod. 25R the valve can be removed because the connections are integrated in the valve. Therefore the elbow can be unscrewed. On Mod. 115 the connections are light in the cast and the connection set for water circuits cannot be screwed in because the bowl is in the way. Piping to be provided on site possible as water circuit.

**For fixation of the protection bracket on pipes:**

- **2x**
  - Fixing brackets, suitable for the diameter of the pipe, see overview below.

For heavy-duty use the protection bracket will be mounted on a plate, welded on the pipe.

### Mounting example for Mod. 1200

**For fixation in protection bracket:**

- **1x**
  - 100.1203 Mod. 1200-MS¾” (alternative 100.1209 Mod. 1200-VA¾”)

- **1x**
  - 101.0473 Protection bracket for Mod. 115, 1200

- **4x**
  - Hexagon screw M12x40 (alternative carriage bolt) with nut and washer (to be provided on site)

**For water circuit and whose fixation:**

- **1x**
  - 103.1983 Connection set for ¾” water circuits (only for downwards connection)

- **2x**
  - Union for water circuits (to be provided on site)

- **2x**
  - Hexagon screw M10x35 with nut (to be provided on site)

**For fixation of the protection bracket on pipes:**

- **2x**
  - Fixing brackets, suitable for the diameter of the pipe, see overview below.

For heavy-duty use the protection bracket will be mounted on a plate, welded on the pipe.

### Application pictures with Mod. 1200:

Fixing brackets for fixation on pipes

- **2” (60 mm)**
  - 131.0169

- **2½” (77 mm)**
  - 101.1241

- **3½” (102 mm)**
  - 101.1242

Two fixing brackets each are necessary for a protection bracket. For heavy-duty use the protection bracket will be mounted on a plate, welded on the pipe.

Technical data can be subject to change without notice.

Our general delivery conditions are valid, which we gladly send you upon request.